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**ABSTRACT**

In the Netherlands, autonomy is a key ideal in visions of care for people with learning disability. This ideal can lead to tension when clients, in the opinion of their caregivers, overuse alcohol or drugs. In this article, we analyze how professional caregivers understand the ideal of autonomy in care for people with learning disability, and articulate the tacit attempts of caregivers to provide “good care,” which can be understood as care for relationships. This relational view includes caregivers, care recipients, and their networks and infrastructures in the vision of care.
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Autonomy—understood as the ability to direct one’s own life and live according to one’s own preferences—is a key ideal in the Dutch vision of care for people with mild or moderate learning disability. However, living up to this ideal can lead to conflict, which emerges, for example, when clients overindulge in alcohol or drugs in the opinion of their caregivers, but not in their own view. We conducted an ethnographic study and an empirical ethical analysis of how Dutch professional caregivers understand the ideal of autonomy in care for people with learning disability by analyzing the problems related to substance use. How do professional caregivers understand autonomy? Where do they encounter conflicts related to substance use, and why? What strategies do they use to manage tensions and find constructive solutions in care?

**Social background**

For a long time, the Netherlands was at the top of the list of countries that provided institutionalized care for mental health care patients, people with learning disability, and frail older people. However, rising costs and changing ideas about quality of life have driven deinstitutionalization since the 1980s (Pols 2016; Tonkens and Weijers 1999). The process of deinstitutionalization began slowly, but gathered speed when anticipated increases in health care costs led the Dutch government to rapidly dismantle the welfare state.\(^1\) Although cost is now the dominant motive, citizenship and participation in society used to be stated ideals too. The ideal of citizenship made patient autonomy and self-determination core values (Pols 2006). As citizens, everyone, including people with disabilities, should be allowed to live according to their own rules, norms, values, and choices (Meininger 2001).\(^2\) Institutional care had prevented this, the reasoning went, because professionals and institutional rules defined the lives of those who Goffman (1968) called the “inmates” (see also Tonkens and Weijers 1999). Inmates had to move out of institutions to become citizens who could govern their own lives (Pols 2006, 2016). Practical ways to implement this were to provide housing to people in ordinary neighborhoods and to support their move from sheltered workplaces to the regular labor market.
At the turn of the twenty-first century, the Dutch formulated the “citizenship paradigm” as a vision guiding the care of people with learning disability (Frederiks, van Hooren, and Moonen 2009:7; Hutchison and Lord 2001; Renders and Meininger 2011:17; Van Gennep 2000). The citizenship paradigm provides a care model in which people live in ordinary neighborhoods, in an inclusive community (Wilde 2015). Policy vision documents, such as the one by the Organization for Care for the Intellectually Handicapped in the Netherlands, incorporate the citizenship paradigm’s notion of autonomy (eigen regie: to direct oneself) alongside the promotion of the quality of life for people with learning disability (VGN 2007). Critics, however, have accused policymakers of using these ideals as a way to contain healthcare costs: to withdraw institutional care and force people to take care of themselves, instead of promoting good care and well-being (Frederiks et al. 2009; Gennep 1997). Some declared the citizenship paradigm bankrupt for this reason (Moonen 2015); independence, they argued, came to represent “do whatever you want, but don’t ask for support.” The deinstitutionalization program ignored the need to support people with learning disability to help live meaningful lives. If they are not supported, they will be marginalized, unable to live up to society’s demands, lack job opportunities, and receive low pay rates when they do have work, and they have great difficulties with digital society (Woititie et al. 2014). This led Moonen (2015) to proclaim the “right to support” as a basis for a new care vision, as also stipulated in the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD 2006; Flynn and Arstein-Kerslake 2014).

Substance use and the limits of autonomy

The research on which this article reports was conducted in response to problems with substance use by people with learning disability. In the Netherlands, care for people with learning disability is organized separately from the specialist services for substance abuse and addiction. These services do not match well, due to the particular problems and needs of people with learning disability (see below) and the distance between neighborhood care programs and specialist services. Specialist services provide treatment to people who present to the clinics on their own initiative; there is no outreach service. This resonates with the philosophy of these clinics that people with substance use problems can only be supported when they are sufficiently motivated to accept treatment. Hence, the different care organizations stress autonomy in different ways.

According to the citizenship ideal, caregivers of people with learning disability are supposed to act only when clients ask for advice or consent to suggestions made. However, this leads to friction when differences in opinion arise on what constitutes a problem. Clients saw little problem in their use of alcohol or cannabis, both readily available in the Netherlands (see also Clarke and Wilson 1999). When caregivers thought that their clients’ alcohol or drug use was excessive and thus detrimental to their ability to live a valuable life, they saw no legitimate way to intervene timely. If clients did not share this perception, the caregivers had no grounds to justify their efforts, and they could act only if and when clients met the legal criterion of becoming a “danger to self or others.” But they preferred not to wait for extreme situations to happen and wanted to intervene at an earlier stage.

Intervention is tightly regulated in the Netherlands. The BOPZ law (Wet bijzondere opnemingen in psychiatrische ziekenhuizen [Law for special admission to psychiatric hospitals]) aimed to safeguard patient autonomy, formulating the criterion of “danger to self or others” as the only reason for involuntary admission to a psychiatric hospital. Once in hospital, people could be treated against their will, but only if there was “severe danger for self or others.” Hence, degrees of coercion were regulated. New laws, currently under discussion in parliament, aim to allow coercive treatment to take place at home.

In our study, we found many situations where caregivers saw problems their clients did not see, often in relation to the use of alcohol, drugs or medication. The citizenship paradigm makes the client’s decision the only valid grounds for caregiver intervention. It does not, however, describe the place of caregivers in the lives of their clients, other than generally stating that caregivers should respect and stimulate the autonomy of their clients. In this article, we demonstrate that autonomy gains the specific meaning of “governing one’s own life” in care visions, and that this autonomy is achieved in practice without the need for support. However, when caregivers talk about the problems
they have in relation to client autonomy, they reframe autonomy as a competence. This happens when they perceive clients making wrong decisions for themselves, and so contradictory to the client’s capacity to lead a meaningful life. Caregivers worked tacitly around ideas of what a meaningful life is or should be. We will articulate these ideas in the second part of the article. Rather than reframing notions of autonomy (see Foster 2009; MacKenzie and Stoljar 2000), we argue that a relational view of care forms a suitable framework to understand this tacit work as “good.” This is work oriented toward a vision of what good care entails, and so is linked to an ethics of care (Tronto 1993; Walker 1997). In this perspective, caregivers actively support their clients to build relationships and infrastructures to create a meaningful life. Rather than focusing on individuals governing themselves, relationships become both the means and the ends in the provision of care for people with learning disability.

**Substance use and learning disability**

Engaging in cultural habits like drinking can be seen as a way to access culture and society (Manthorpe 1995; Simpson 1998). However, most researchers focus on problems that come with substance use. Bransen and colleagues (2009) have shown that Dutch people with mild to borderline learning disability are more likely than young people in the general population to engage in binge drinking and heavy use of cannabis. Staff from 39 services for people with learning disability report that cannabis and other (illegal) drugs are used more often in comparison to the general population, whereas alcohol consumption was less (Van Der Nagel et al. 2011). Estimations of harmful use or addiction for people with mild to borderline learning disability range from 15 percent to 42 percent (Kaal et al. 2009; Tenneij and Koot 2006). People with learning disability are reported to be more vulnerable to the negative consequences of substance abuse, including victimization, dropping out of school or leaving work, psychiatric problems and other health-related problems (Taggart et al. 2007; Van Der Nagel et al. 2011).

Notwithstanding these problems, staff from both learning disability and addiction care services maintain that coaching people and “discouraging” or “forbidding” the use of alcohol or drugs is difficult (Van der Nagel et al. 2011:147). The organization Mainline (2013), for example, argues that forbidding is “not effective” and promotes policy aimed at harm reduction rather than abstention (Marlatt and Witzkiewitz 2010; Roe 2005; Stevens 2011), with emphasis on the consequences of use, such as criminal behavior and harassment. The second problem is that there is no authority to implement restrictions on use, unless things go seriously wrong and legal interference is warranted. This situation points to a problem of principles: if people do not perceive a problem themselves, others can do nothing about it. According to the Guideline on Substance Use for People with Learning Disability, supervised by Mainline (2013), “discouraging substance use” should be the strategy of choice for caregivers. But, even if one took up this advice, it is hard to know how exactly to put it into practice, particularly, when it is “the client who decides whether he/she wants to tackle his/her substance use” and “the supply of care should be […] aimed at the request for help from the client.”

The recommendations of the more widely supported Vision Document on Care for Addiction show the same ambivalence. This document subscribes to the autonomy of alcohol and drug-users, but makes room for “assertive interventions” when substance use jeopardizes the autonomy of the individual (GGZ Nederland 2013). The substance user is hence ambiguously both autonomous and not autonomous.

**Methods**

To explore the normative tensions in the practice of care enshrouded by an autonomy-based vision, we conducted an empirical ethical study. Empirical ethics ethnographically studies normativity (ideals, values, laws, or different “forms of the good” (Thévenot 2001)) as it takes shape in practice. It studies the nature and function of ideals and values that emerge in the material and semiotic
relations between actors (Mol 2008, 2012; Pols 2015; Willems 2010; Willems and Pols 2010). This includes material “actants”, such as technology, alcohol, or care infrastructures (Danholt and Langstrup 2012; Langstrup 2013). Professionals and clients are approached as actors who aim to bring about “good care,” where “good” is a deliberately open concept that demands empirical concretization.

The preferred methods for empirical study are ethnographic. This takes the study of values out of the domain of academic ethics and into the realm and expertise of anthropology. The ethnographic study of values allows the analyst to talk not only with informants about their general understanding of good care, but also to observe their practices and the ideals embedded in these. This grounds talk about care in actual care activity and allows us to take the position of clients into consideration. Although we interviewed several clients, verbal articulacy was not a strength, and observations were invaluable here. For instance, clients may not be able to express that they do not want to take particular advice, but it becomes apparent through what they do. It was hard, even impossible, to discuss alcohol or drug use with some clients as they did not perceive it to be a problem, and we were wary of making it one by talking about it. Observation was one way of taking into account the views of verbally weak subjects (Pols 2005).

In this article, we focus on the visions of caregivers. For them too, what they said often tells only part of the story. Talk about good care often alludes to inspirational statements. The multiple interpretations of citizenship are a case in point (Ootes et al. 2010); these unite political, legal and financial vocabularies to frame notions of good care. As we will show, observing caregivers at work and relating interviews to actual events gave us a practice-oriented vocabulary to discuss care in terms of relationships rather than in terms of individual autonomy.

Articulating what is deemed good in empirical settings is not the endpoint of the empirical ethical analysis. Good intentions can lead to “bad care,” or care that is not optimal. Our observations formed the starting point of considerations about what works best for whom. In this article, implicit ideals in care practices formed the starting point for developing a new normative vocabulary for analyzing good care for people with learning disabilities. We link these implicit practices to notions of interdependence and relationality as developed in care ethics, disability studies, and care studies (Pols 2015; Winance 2010).

The setting

We conducted a document study and ethnographic fieldwork in the Netherlands to study care in two ambulant care organizations for people with learning disability that were active in two large cities and one smaller town. The two field workers (Brigitte and Els) took extensive notes from their observations, and recorded, anonymized and transcribed the interviews. Some clients objected to recording, but allowed note taking. Interviews with caregivers lasted about an hour, while interviews with clients were shorter, between 15 to 30 minutes. Interviews were in Dutch, following a set list of topics, and discussed cases encountered during the fieldwork. Experts in the field were engaged through our advisory board. From February to June 2014, the two fieldworkers followed 11 community caregivers on 26 home visits to adult clients with learning disability. The 11 caregivers all had clients with alcohol or drug problems, including one client who was refusing diabetes medication, putting caregivers in a comparable dilemma of wanting to address problems that their client did not perceive. Informal conversations were conducted with other clients and caregivers. Besides interviewing the 11 caregivers, the fieldworkers also interviewed the leader of the team, and one caregiver who they had not followed. In both organizations, fieldworkers attended team meetings and conducted team focus group discussions with their caregiver informants. The groups discussed concerns with alcohol problems, visions on care related to autonomy and caregivers’ own ideals, as well as the dilemmas they experienced. The fieldworkers interviewed eight clients, four at each location. All participants volunteered to participate, and the consent of the clients was requested twice, first by the caregiver, and again by the researcher. Based on the narratives of the
caregivers and our observations of interactions, we constructed 21 case studies of 21 clients with alcohol or drug problems. The material—case study descriptions—was analyzed in a master’s thesis (Althoff 2014) and led to a practical guideline for caregivers (Bransen 2015).

At the start of the study, we used autonomy as the sensitizing concept for analysis. We analyzed the meanings caregivers attached to the concept, and the way they used it in care practice. The material was further analyzed for other values in care, in line with our empirical ethics approach. We identified values as they were explicitly phrased or tacitly enacted. This qualitative study did not need ethics approval according to Dutch law, as it does not intervene in patient bodies or pose possible harm. However, because we were dealing with a vulnerable population, we took extra care to approach clients and ensure their consent. When we talked to client informants, we were careful to register any unease expressed either verbally or through body language. Clients could always opt out of a conversation with the researcher, or refuse to see her. The collected material was anonymized, and pseudonyms are used in the text.

**Autonomy in the wild: Ideal or matter of fact?**

As an ideal, autonomy is prevalent in visions of care for people with intellectual disabilities and has a specific meaning. When asked for their vision on care, the caregivers spoke in one voice:

Brigitte: Does your organization have a particular philosophy of care?
Sonja: Yes, [it is aimed at helping you] to direct your own life. That is the idea, that you can decide most things for yourself. [laughs] It’s funny, but the way I work, and what I find very important is that the clients can decide things for themselves. We [caregivers] don’t stand above them, but beside them. And as long as it’s safe [verantwoord, responsible], we’ll do what the client wants. So to speak. It’s a very good vision, because everyone has the right to live their own life, and even with their learning disability, they can decide what to do. I find that very important.

The quote provides a clear example of the citizenship paradigm as an ideal in care, to be put to practice within the limits of safety and responsibility. Clients should be supported to live the life that they want. However, caregivers struggled to achieve this ideal:

Diane: He [client] overestimates what he can handle. It’s gone wrong so often, whenever he gets a job. He wants to work five days a week, and it’s fine for three weeks but then it all goes wrong and he loses the job. Whereas, if he worked two days, he could manage it. I’d like to show him that, by asking him questions. But he’s really keen to work, and in the end he does what he wants. That’s his choice, so, yes. It doesn’t work well. [laughs] But I have to say that this last job is going surprisingly well, and that’s really nice to see. So it’s a dilemma. On the one hand you want to protect him against the failures he has to endure, and on the other hand he’s so happy, and you want to give him a chance, to go ahead and try.

Caregivers have learnt to take a step back and give their clients the benefit of the doubt rather than try to prevent the harm they foresee. They grant their clients the opportunity to chase their dreams, and give things a try. This does not mean that they let their clients do whatever they want. They kept an eye on the results and discussed these with the clients. Experiments were possible, but the clients were not left alone. This implied a fine balance, where familiarity and predicted outcomes were balanced against the good of getting the chance to try again.

From our observations of day-to-day care, it was apparent that caregivers not only strived for the ideal of autonomy as directing one’s own life, but that this ideal was actually realized. Autonomy was often a given, a condition under which the caregivers had to work. The clients rented their own apartments and this gave them, literally, the power to shut the door on their well-meaning caregivers. The possibility of being cut out was a concern that kept coming up in the way the caregivers worked in practice.

Field note: Jolanda says that they all have their own apartments. “You can’t control what happens in there. You can have nice chats about things, but if someone goes to the supermarket and fills up his fridge with beer, you can’t stop that happening.” Jolanda then gives an example: It’s always give and take with Michael [client]. At any moment he could say, “I don’t want any more care. Here’s your marching orders.”
Clients do govern their own lives. Caregivers have to deal with this, and they were careful not to disrupt their relationship.

Joanna: You see, you have to know how to address Bert [client]. Because if you get too oppressive … I do set limits, but very carefully, and not that often. That’s how you must relate to Bert, otherwise you’ll lose him. He closes the door on you, and then he won’t let you in again. If that happens you certainly won’t help him.

Thus, client autonomy was not only an ideal but also an actual situation, and caregivers have to work with and navigate around this fact. The power of clients who have become citizens is that they can end the relationship with their caregivers. Hence, caregivers worked hard on keeping the relationship going, staying in touch with their clients to allow them to give any support at all, even if not ideal and even if really problematic. Before they can even consider the value of “supporting autonomy,” the major challenge for caregivers was to get access to their clients at all.

**Autonomy as a competence**

Shaped as an ideal of governing one’s life, autonomy could pose problems for caregivers, especially when clients did things that caregivers thought were not good for their own well-being. It was apparent that care not only aims at guaranteeing autonomy; caregivers want to achieve a good life for their clients. On that point, caregivers shift their interpretation of autonomy, which they then understand as a competence—something at which one can be good or bad, better or worse. If autonomy is a competence, one can also fail at it. In care, competence is often phrased in terms of the capacity to make decisions. Caregivers repeatedly told us that their clients weren’t particularly good at this. Very often they made the wrong decision, in the sense that it did not help them achieve a good life for themselves.

Thera: You see, José [client] went to a dietician for her diabetes, and the dietician didn’t understand how it works with people with a learning disability. She said for instance, ‘Do you drink tea?’ ‘Yes, I do’, says José. ‘Do you put sugar in your tea?’ ‘No.’ And then you should stop, next topic. But the dietician said: ‘Well, if you did use sugar, I’d advise you to start using sweeteners.’ And José thinks: ‘Sweeteners are better.’ And so she bought sweeteners, whereas it is better to drink tea without sweeteners. Or the dietician said: ‘You’re allowed to eat a cake every now and then.’ But what is ‘every now and then?’ José never ate cakes, only on birthdays and such. But now she thinks: ‘Ah, I can eat cake! Every now and then I can eat cake.’ And now she buys cake. She eats worse now than before she went to the dietician. [laughs]

We heard several examples of tacit or explicit advice that led exactly to the behavior it tried to prevent. The most dramatic was Roger, who drank alcohol with his pills even though his doctor had explicitly and emphatically forbidden it, and a sticker on the package warned, “Do not use with alcohol.” The same evening Roger had to be admitted to hospital by ambulance, as he had drunk alcohol anyway. It was not clear if the doctor had considered Roger’s alcohol problem when prescribing the medicine, or that Roger had ignored the warnings for other reasons. But problems with alcohol or abstract reasoning could put caregivers in real dilemmas.

Thera: See, if you knew that she could decide properly or that she could use her freedom to make a wise decision, then you can make an agreement. Then I’d say to her: ‘Your diabetes can give you problems with your health, your sight can get worse, you’ll get low blood pressure, wounds, foot amputation, whatever.’ And if she said: ‘Ok, I’ll take that into the bargain, because this is how I want to live.’ Well then, fine. But you can’t talk like with her like that because she doesn’t understand [the long-term consequences]. That makes it so hard.

Here, the problem is not this client’s right to govern her own diabetes regime; she is doing it. But this is exactly where care for self-governance runs into problems. Here, there is a difference between good and bad autonomy, and between good and bad decisions. In both cases individuals govern themselves, but differently in each case. This kind of governance can go wrong. Here, the caregiver’s problem becomes clear. Caregivers do not want to wait until their clients ends up with problems that are so bad that the caregiver is legally entitled to force compliance. They want to give support long before this. Moreover, caregivers rejected the use of force as it would jeopardize their relationship.
with their clients. The clients would close the door on them, or they would go on doing what they liked, but out of sight of the caregivers.

[Caregiver]: Well, people drink or smoke, you have to be realistic. Prohibiting things is of course senseless. If you prohibit things, clients become invisible. They’ll keep doing it behind your back. Our strategy is to get it [the abuse] out of the taboo area, and guide it [the use] towards acceptable proportions. That’s the strategy.

These situations point to the limits of the ideal of autonomy in care. As an ideal of self-determination, autonomy is often achieved. There is little sense in using force in care, as it is not allowed and does not lead to the desired effects. When autonomy is regarded as a competence, however, clients were deemed to perform badly, particularly when alcohol or drugs clouded their judgment. The care vision based on self-governance gave caregivers no direction here, other than “wait for things to escalate.”

From autonomy toward relationships

But this impasse is not where the story ends. Care was also directed at other types of goodness. Caregivers knew what they should strive for, even if they did not clearly articulate or justify their ideas. The dominance of the discourse on autonomy made that difficult. The tacit vision of care we could articulate presented a different logic (Mol 2008), with different values to orient it and different words to discuss it. The basis of this alternative vision is a relational approach rather than one that makes the individual central. How do caregivers work to establish and maintain relations with their clients, between and amongst clients and others? How do they work with the material facilitating infrastructures?

Maintaining the relationship

Lianne: Of course they [clients] can learn. Anyone can learn, and they can too. But maintaining a network? Or a structure in life? In daily life, each day is a test. You need to be able to stick to your structure and your plans. And they can’t do that.

The quote shows what this caregiver finds important: having a structure in life, a plan, and a network of relationships. As a first step, much of the caregivers’ work consisted of attempts to establish and maintain the relationship between themselves and their clients. These formed an important basis on which to build and support relationships with others. The relationship with the caregiver is supposed to be sustainable and resistant to contingent changes in a client’s life over time. It needs patience to build this relationship.

Gisela [about her client]: You should be glad if you’ve built some trust in six months, that you’ve gained an entrance and maybe picked up on the first little things. It would be exceptional if we got any further than this in six months time.

By building a relationship, caregivers learn to get to know their sometimes unpredictable clients.

Wilma: With Jasper you mustn’t emphasize the down side too much. Then he gets stuck, keeps repeating things. Whereas, if you take a positive note, he’ll move on. I once commented on him skipping dinner. That he should have so-and-so-many meals a day. The next day he didn’t have dinner again. He’s a bit of a small child then: yes, yes, yes, sorry, sorry, sorry! He really wants me to be proud of him, and he doesn’t want to be told off. That’s how I see it. He’s scared of rejection. And he’s learnt that I’m really glad when he tells me things, that I can support him better like that, because then I know what’s going on. And he knows I won’t get angry. So then he reports something really hesitantly, like: ‘See, Wilma, something went a tiny little bit wrong…’ Then I try to respond like: ‘Well, isn’t that too bad now, how did it happen? Tomorrow is another day, so let’s take it from there.’

For any caregiver, it is a matter of learning which approach works best for a given client. Each person has their own traits and habits. Being in a relationship means respecting the autonomy of not just the one party. Positions are negotiated. And although caregivers are flexible, not everything is acceptable. There was clear input from both partners.
Caregivers tried to tweak their clients’ behavior when it had a destructive effect on their relations. This meant that caregivers defined the limits as to what they would accept from their clients. For example, Roger used to show up at the office drunk, ready to fight his caregivers and swear at them. This was threatening for the staff and destructive to the relationship caregivers had with Roger. The caregivers told him that they would not talk to him when he was drunk and enacted this policy strictly. Rather than damaging the relationship, it allowed flexibility for when Roger was not drunk. Establishing clear lines to the relationship meant it was easier to get things done or talk to people. One caregiver used the metaphor of a game.

Lisa: You have to play with people. Not go straight for your target. Try another way as well. You see, I really like Martin, who he is as a person. I don’t approve of everything he does, but you have to feel for him a bit. I can tell him straight off: ‘Damn it Martin, you can’t do this, you can’t go off all night and not tell your partner! She waits up all night for you and is scared shitless!’ I can say that to him, but that’s also because I’m quite relaxed with him, his beers and his hassle. And I do a lot of coaching talks in their relationship as well.

The metaphor of play meant that the move of one player depended on the moves of the other. The challenge was to keep the game going and stop players from dropping out. Rules and positions were not set in stone but are improvised along the way. This involved constant evaluation and adaptation, tinkering to achieve a “good game.” There was give and take, where Lisa was allowed to reprimand Martin, because she also helped care for his relationship with his girlfriend. If either player dropped out, the caregiver attempted to re-engage the client or themselves in the game. The caregivers’ creative efforts to craft relationships with clients was their core business. It meant they could address the problems and negotiate the limits.

**Building network and infrastructure**

Often caregivers used strategies to support a client’s network and infrastructure, to ensure they had a job they could manage and felt good about, got on well with their family and friends, had meaningful things to do with their day, and a manageable household.

Thera: I often think we’re more preoccupied with setting conditions for life without alcohol abuse rather than going straight for the target and saying: you can only have two beers. That doesn’t work at all. You work on the things around it. You try to put their lives back on track, so that people will adapt their drinking in the same go.

For example, the caregivers almost gave up on Roger, the troublesome binge drinker who pushed other people away by swearing at them.

Janna: It was two minutes to blast off, so to speak, or maybe it was already blast off. Nobody saw any more options; it was really, how can we, the team, still coach him? We really didn’t see how, especially because of the nuisance he caused where he lived. The idea was, this is really the last chance. We saw that his housing situation wasn’t ideal. He shared a flat, lived with other clients. So we got him a small home apart from the others, where he’s a bit further away from everyone. It worked well.

The first intervention for this almost “lost cause” was not to target Roger’s alcohol use, but to adapt his housing situation. This meant no other people were around to be abused by him when he was drunk. The next step was to help him find a job. By helping him build a better life, working on finding a good fit in terms of material and social embeddedness, the caregivers did not give up on Roger. They built an infrastructure around him, setting out the tracks to sustain a meaningful life. “Building network” could also apply to the caregivers’ professional network. They could call in extra help or particular expertise, for instance, a behavioral expert or a psychiatric or neighborhood nurse. The team delegated Roger to two team members who jointly coordinated their work. They were advised by a psychologist on how to manage his abusive behavior toward other people.

The strategy of building networks and infrastructures proved more fruitful than reasoning with clients, although caregivers would keep trying to talk to them.
Case study: Steven is generally very agitated but refuses to take his medication. He smokes cannabis to slow down. His caregiver says he understands this, and it also helps in his contact with Steven. When he had a job he liked, Steven smoked two joints a day and found a good balance. His employer kept an eye on him and they could work well together. But he lost that job due to reorganizations, and got a new one he didn’t like. He found it too heavy for his back; he thought the pay was too low, and that he was being taken advantage of. And so he quit. His cannabis use increased dramatically. Due to his drug use, swearing bouts and refusal to take his medication it is difficult to interest employers in him. His caregiver says finding a suitable job is pivotal for Steven. Steven also stresses the importance of a good job, but is suspicious of being underpaid and discriminated against.

The story tells how Steven was kept off drugs through the support of his employer and the positions and routines he obtained through his job. Having a meaningful life reduces the need for alcohol and drugs, the caregivers reason. This is what they learnt from their history with their clients so they started from there. Notwithstanding the ideal of directing one’s own life, the most important goal in the caregivers’ work is to help clients obtain a satisfactory life, embedded in networks and with as few problems as possible. Achieving this may be situated in influencing others, changing institutions and environment, or adapting their client’s response. This is how clients can also help each other.

Case study: Rinus has Down’s syndrome. This organization has been coaching him since he was 17, in various housing circumstances. Four years ago, Herman, an old friend and colleague from the social employment organization, moved in with him, following a suggestion from Rinus’s caregiver, Stefan. Stefan saw that the two men got along well. Herman is autistic. Herman and Rinus both work. Rinus had a drinking problem in the past, which was ignored in his previous accommodation. He turned to healthy living after a heart attack. Two years ago, when he moved into his present address, Rinus began to drink too much, and then would fight with the staff. When I [BA] talked to him, he said he drank one glass every other day. It’s not an issue any more under Stefan’s supervision. It helps that Herman positively detests alcohol, due to bad experiences in his past. Stefan encourages the two men to manage things between them. And they do. Rinus and Herman cook together. Herman takes care of Rinus’s medication, helped by the overview put on paper by the thrombosis service, and goes to the dietician with him. The staff support practical matters like finances and the mail. Stefan supervises the consultations with the dietician. Stefan is happy with the way things have turned out.

The three men have established a balanced situation in which each person’s tasks are clear. The situation does not foreground autonomy, self-governance or individual decisions, but shows that an intricate relational and infrastructural network has been put into place. The caregiver has not withdrawn, but takes his part of the tasks (finances and mail); he helps orchestrate the relations between both men and keep them going. The caregiver gets something in return: job satisfaction.

**Care for substance use**

One problem in providing effective care for alcohol or drug taking is the specialist nature of treatment in the Netherlands (and elsewhere, McLaughlin et al. 2007). Autonomy plays an important role because care is organized by a specialist, tertiary service that requires patients to visit the caregivers, and at the time of the study, there was no outreach such as community care teams. This limited the accessibility of the service, and if clients did not perceive a problem, they would not go.

The caregivers reported on the effect of the ideal of autonomy in the treatment of problematic drug or alcohol use. The care services start from the idea that people should be motivated to stop using alcohol or drugs. If clients are not motivated, the reasoning goes, then treatment will not succeed. The stronger the addiction, the stronger the effects of withdrawal, the more motivation the client needs. Although the Vision Document on Care for Addiction (GGZ Nederland 2013) advises assertive intervention and motivational training, this did not seem to be applied for the clients we studied.

Jan: That’s the problem with [addiction care organization]. They’re very much, if you [client] don’t want to do it, we can’t do it for you. You [client] have to be motivated, otherwise we can’t do anything for you. And that is where it ends for them. Or they say, it has to go completely wrong first. Otherwise they’ll never get motivated.
Care for addiction did not engage clients in any form of play. No caregivers came knocking on doors, or tried to develop methods to engage a particular client.

Petra: The method focuses on gaining insight, making agreements, and the clients’ own motivation... When I see how hard it is for us to keep a relationship going, then I understand why Sjors doesn’t want to go to [addiction care organization]. The clients have to go to them, but we always go to the clients.

Other ways of organizing care for addiction, coordinated with the work of the care team, seems well-advised to reach such clients. However, it does mean that organizational barriers need to be overcome.

**Conclusion**

Our analysis traced the concerns with autonomy as the concept took root in care for people with learning disability in the Netherlands. These concerns are not uniquely Dutch, but relate to wider concerns around the notion of autonomy in relation to alcohol use (Clarke and Wilson 1999). We have shown that coercion and restriction have very little utility, either because they do not lead to the desired result or because there are no power relations in place, other than those present for any citizen (the police, the law). Also, coercive measures are counterproductive to the core task caregivers have set themselves: to maintain relationships with their clients.

The notion of autonomy focuses attention on individual clients, who should be enabled to govern their own lives, but may not be good decision-makers. This often leads to an impasse when caregivers and clients have different ideas about what should happen. A care vision based on autonomy does not cover the role of the caregiver or others with whom the client has to live. As this vision excludes the caregiver (see also Ootes et al. 2013; Pols 2006), like the citizenship paradigm, it does not provide much direction for what caregivers should achieve, other than to support the self-governance of their clients. It did not work well, either because self-governance was already achieved or it provided no foothold for action when caregivers saw problems that clients did not perceive.

A care vision that includes caregivers requires a relational understanding of life and care. This has long been the message of care ethics that departs from the interdependence of people on one another, and the crucial activity of caring (Tronto 1993; Walker 1997). In this relational perspective we could see that caregivers, clients and others are constantly interfering with one another’s autonomy (as we all are). They influence each another, disagree about things, try to persuade others to see things their way, and have different ideas about what is best to do in a particular situation. Desires may not be feasible without cooperation. There are limits to what one can arrange by oneself. The environment sets limits as well, or it forms infrastructures to enable new possibilities.

In care situations, interdependency means that it is not the caregivers’ job to avoid hindering people from enacting autonomy, but to support them to achieve a good life. Caregivers become part of the network of their clients. As players in a serious game with each individual in the network, they have to stay in touch, keep knocking on doors and adapt their approach to fit each person. The other may act in unpredictable ways, and each person will have limits and conditions, or idiosyncratic ways of responding. Things can be tried, tested and adapted, and infrastructures for a good life can be built. The caregivers tried to keep the game going, tried to include enough players to keep the playing field stable. Between “doing nothing” and “applying coercion,” there were many options for action. But “many options” did not guarantee immediate success. It took time and effort, persistence and dedication to get to know one another, and to accept that one’s influence as a caregiver was limited. This was the caregivers’ concrete way of “discouraging substance use.” They did not tackle use directly, but tried to “work around” it. “Discouraging” meant offering a better alternative.

“Doing something for someone else” is often seen as a threat to autonomy. Autonomous people are often assumed to be better off doing things for themselves. Our analysis shows that caring for others is a way of establishing and maintaining relations. We met managers who sacrificed social activities such as cooking or shopping together, as that would be overprotective and “pamper”
clients. In a relational perspective, however, social networks should be cherished and facilitated because they make people part of a community that is meaningful to them. In many ways, it is more meaningful to find support than try to achieve any task alone. The two clients who organized their daily lives between them were supervised from a distance. Together they divided the work that needed to be done.

What does a meaningful life look like? From the caregivers, we learnt that it is a life embedded in relations that are meaningful to the individual, and engaging in meaningful activities. Some stability through supportive infrastructures proved crucial. Care for people with learning disability then benefits from and adds to the society in which they live in the sense that it provides opportunities for work, friendship, and meaningful activity. This vision is not about the quality of decisions or guaranteeing self-governance, but about what to achieve and how to achieve it. It treats people with learning disability as relational citizens, who have become part of society through their successful relations with others (Ootes et al. 2013; Pols 2006, 2016).

Notes

1. This is effected through the “law of participation” (participatiewet). See https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/participatiewet?utm_campaign=sea-t-subsidies-a-participatiewet&utm_term=participatiewet&gclid=Cj0KEQiAtMSzBRDs7fvDosLZmpoBEiTQADzG1vI1oTRt95l5z22gAmVtxymT1pK1810ohxU0-6X7KdwAf78P8HAQ
2. The interpretation of autonomy in these terms is strikingly consistent in this field, whereas there is more variation in long term psychiatry (Ootes et al. 2010; Pols 2006, 2015).
3. At the time of writing the Dutch parliament had agreed to the new law Zorg en Dwang (care and coercion) for people with learning disability or dementia.
4. On tinkering, see Mol, Moser, and Pols (2010), chapter 1.
5. See for care infrastructures: (Danholt and Langstrup 2012; Langstrup 2013).
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